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Assizes of Jerusalem - Legal Treatises The Assizes of Jerusalem are a collection of numerous treatises of medieval law written in ancient French containing the law of the Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem and the Kingdom of Cyprus. They were compiled in the 13th century, and are the largest collection of surviving
medieval laws. As Peter Edbury says: "a group of sources of the Latin East that have long been exciting the attention of scholars are the legal treatises often collectively known, if somehow misleading, like the Assises of Jerusalem". (Peter W. Edbury, John of Ibelin and the Kingdom of Jerusalem, pref.) The armpits, or
laid in French, survive in written form only from the 13th century, at least one generation after the collapse of the Kingdom of Jerusalem. The first laws of the Kingdom were promulgated at the Council of Nablus in 1120, but these laws seem to have fallen out of use and were replaced by the ascesses of the 13th century
and presumably even before. Although no law or tribunal survives from the height of the kingdom in the 12th century, the kingdom obviously had well-developed laws and legal structure. In the 13th century, the development of this structure was lost to memory, but the jurists like Philip and John told the legends that had
grown on the primitive kingdom. According to them, both the Cour d'Alta and the court of burgese were founded in 1099 by Godfrey of Bouillon, who settled as judge of the high court. The lawsBoth were said to have been written from the beginning in 1099, and they were simply lost when Jerusalem was captured by
Saladin in 1187. These laws were held in a breast in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and were so known in the Old French as "Letres dou Seoul". The breast could have been opened only by the king, the patriarch of Jerusalem, and by the vicar of Jerusalem. Each law, according to Philip, was written on a page,
starting from a large initial illuminated in gold, and with a rubric written in red ink. Philip claimed that he obtained his information from an old knight and jurist named Ralph of Tiberias, and John in turn probably obtained his information from Philip. If these legends were true or not (Edbury, for one, believes not to be,) the
jurists of the 13th century imagined the legal structure of the kingdom to exist continuously from the original conquest. Some of the treaties are called to represent the Western feudal law, as interpreted by the baronal jurists to weaken the real power, but later the scholarship claims that the works present an idealized
legal model rather than proof of an existing feudal structure. Texts The surviving collections of laws are: The Livre au Roi. This is the first surviving text, dating back to about 1200. It was written for Amalric II of Jerusalem (the Roi of the title) and has a decidedly realistic stop. It is the only text that preserves the age of
King Baldwin II, which allowed the king tohis vassals, bypassing the normal judgment of the Cour d'Altare. Otherwise its content is very similar to other authors. Le Livre de Forme de Plait. The legal treaty of Philip of Novara, written from a more aristocratic point of view, was written in 1250. He also wrote a story of the
conflict between the Ibelins (his patrons) and the Hohenstaufens on Cyprus and Acre. John of Ibelin. John, Count of Jaffa and Ascalon and Regent of the Kingdom of Jerusalem in Acre, was a participant in the struggle Philip recorded elsewhere. From 1264 to 1266 he wrote the longest legal treatise of the Latin East, and
in fact from anywhere in medieval Europe. Geoffrey La Tor or Geoffrey le Tort, and James of Ibelin, son of John, independently wrote very small treatises, much less important than the greatest works of Philip and John. La Livre des Assises de la Cour des Bourgeois. It is a long work that highlights the size of the lower
court of the kingdom, the court of burgess, established for the non-noble class. Their author is anonymous, but they were also written in the middle of the 13th century. According to Joshua Prawer they derive from Lo Codi, a Provençal law code based on Roman law. Also important on its own, although found in the Livre
au Roi, Philip and John, is the Assise sur la ligece, a law promulgated by Amalric I of Jerusalem in 1170, which has actually made every lord in the kingdom a direct vassal of the king and has given equal voting rights to the hind-throw as theBarons. Modern editions all these works were curated in the middle of the xix
century by augote arthur, comte de beugnot, and published in the recueil des historiens des croisades by the académie des inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, in two volumes designated lois. are also included in the rhc the fourteenth-century ordinances of the kingdom of Cyprus; a document concerning succession and
regency, written by young brienne, king of Jerusalem; and a document on military service, written by (or attributed) hugh ii di cipro. there are also a number of charters, although a much more complete collection of charters was collected at the end of the xix and at the beginning of the xx century by reinhold röhricht. in the
judgment of all the later publishers, from maurice grandclaude at the beginning of the xx century to edbury today, beugnot was a very poor editor; Fortunately, some, but not all, of these works have been modified separately. a French critical edition of the livery au roi was published by myriam greilshammer in 1995, and
in 2003 edbury published a critical edition of the text of John of ibelin. no new edition of the old French assizes of the court of burgess was published by beugnot in 1843, but in the nineteenth century were translated into Greek, and by Greek manuscripts an English translation was recently made by nicholas coureas.
modern historians generally recognize the dangers in attributing the laws of the 18th century to the reign of the 20th century,It was believed that these assizes represented the purest form of medieval European feudalism. In fact, laws probably reflect the practice of xii or xiii century, as they were written from zero in the
18th century and were consciously designed to stop the days less introduced than the 18th century, despite the important legal changes that had occurred in the meantime (trial by ordeal, for example, was outlawed in the 1215 Lateran Council iv). as mentioned above, it is somewhat misleading to call all these texts the
"axis of Jerusalem" as if they were written together at the same time; often contradict each other or omit information that another text has. together, however, are the largest collection of laws written in a medieval European state for this period. period. assizes of jerusalem pdf
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